I, Rituraj Bagade (17D170008) hereby declare that if elected as sports councillor, will leave no stone unturned and propose to do the following:

**Initiatives:**
- Introduce skates and skateboard in Sports inventory
- Make concrete flooring extension in the basketball field for Badminton court and mark the linings on the court
- Installation of carrom lamp in the lounge
- Procure sponsorship for hostel players to participate in selective Beginner Camp Series (Prarambh); reimbursing a part of the fee

**EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE:**
- Ensure proper installation of nets in footer and cricket field
- Ensure lights are properly installed and are in working condition in Basketball, frisbee and cricket field
- Check and provide sports equipment as and when required for GCs and intras
- Proper maintenance of sports cupboard ensuring necessary Equipment are available throughout the year
- Ensure that the pool table, TT table and foosball table and carrom board are in good condition
- Appropriate cleaning and maintenance of all the fields will be done with the help of the maintenance council.

**General Championships:**
- Ensure proper trials/practice for GCs in the practice slots and extra sessions apart from practice slots if required and conduct team meets
- Ensure that the rules and practice slots are conveyed to the players well in time
- Ensure proper refreshments are provided to the players during GCs and practice sessions if required
- Ensure availability of first aid kit during GCs
- Ensure that hostelites are well informed about the performance of the hostel in GCs through FB group and H2 forum
- Make sure photos are clicked during GCs

**INTRAS**
- Conduct intras for football, cricket, tennis, TT, Tug-of-War, Carrom, Chess, Pool, Fooseball
- Suitable incentives will be given to the winners of the intras
- Poker Night would be organized in hostel events
Miscellaneous:

- Ensure active participation of Sports Council in other Hostel Events.
- Ensure that the work load is evenly divided between the secretaries.
- Ensure that the Sport Jerseys are ordered for all the enthusiasts.
- Regularly update the Hostel Sports Page with results of the Gcs and Intras, and news about the upcoming events.
- Collect a database of sportspersons in the freshie hostel so that they can be contacted at the time of the GC

Credentials:

- Sports Secretary, hostel 2 (2018-19)
- Part of the Basketball GC team.
- Gold medal in the Institute Basketball league (2017)